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Abstract— The emergence of wireless networking as 

well as the development in embedded systems and 

technologies have given birth to application specific 

networks called wireless sensor networks WSNs, their 

flexib ility, facility of use and deployment as well as 

their low cost give them an increasing field of 

applications. Usually sensors are limited in capacities 

deployed in a hostile and unpredictable environment, 

making the security of these networks  a challenging 

task. In this paper we are going to present a key 

management scheme in which the base station play the 

role of the secure third party responsible of distributing 

key and managing security in the network, two versions 

of this scheme are presented the first one for flat 

networks and the second one for hierarchical networks 

in which the cluster head play the key role in all key 

agreement with the base station. 

 

Index Terms—  WSN, Clustering, PKI, Security, 

Cryptography, Key Agreement 

 

I. Introduction 

A wireless sensor network is composed of hundreds 

to thousands of small, low cost, low power and 

multifunctional sensor nodes, having the possibility to 

sense and collect application-specific data like 

temperature, pressure and movement to allow 

environment monitoring [1, 2].  

Due to their facility and flexib ility of deployment, ad 

hoc connectivity as well as the autonomy and the cost-

less of sensors, wireless sensor networks are implied in 

several fields ranging from the military applications 

such as battlefield  surveillance [3], to civilian ones 

including environment and habitat monitoring, 

healthcare applications, home automation, traffic 

control, environmental monitoring, or to detect and 

characterize Chemical, Biological, Radio logical and 

Nuclear in some environments where the presence of 

human is not possible[4].   

Wireless sensor networks are very often part of 

unpredictable and hostile environment, usually exposed 

to many risks and attacks. Therefore, the aspect of 

security must take the greatest attention to protect the 

network from the increasing number of attacks against 

WSNs, under the constrained nature of sensors, usually 

limited  in  energy and computing power which makes 

the conventional security schemes useless for WSNs.  

In literature several strategies were proposed to 

secure WSNs, however the majority of them are based 

on symmetric encryption due to resources consumption 

of asymmetric encryption which made them vulnerable 

against several attacks. However, the recent advance of 

sensor technologies as well as the development of new 

energy efficient encrypting algorithm make possible to 

partially use asymmetric encryption to guaranty 

additional security services such as authentication and 

integrity which are not possible using the symmetric 

encryption alone. 

In this paper we present architecture aware key  

management scheme based on asymmetric encryption 

in which the base station plays the trust authority over 

the network, responsible of d istributing keys. Two 

versions of the key management scheme  are proposed, 

the first one is intended to be executed over flat 

networks and the second one is intended to hierarchical 

networks.  

 

II. Sensor Network Architectures  

In a wireless sensor network, sensors are very often 

dispersed in a large region usually  without any 

centralized authority for managing the network 

architecture and establish connectivity from end sensors 

to the base station; therefore sensors must collaborate 

between themselves to establish this connectivity 

without the help of any administrative authority. 

Classically, two main  architectures exist for WSNs the 

hierarchical and the flat network architectures [6].  

 

2.1 Flat Network Architecture 

In flat network arch itecture, all nodes are equal in 

roles and connections are setup directly between nodes 

and the base station, in the way that data is sent from 

sensors to the base station such as any other ad hoc 
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network. Sensors use traditional routing to establish end 

to end connection with the base station. 

Flat networks are very suitable for stable sens or 

network where the collected reports are not numerous, 

which do not add a great overhead to the network for 

their transmission to the base station. However, routing 

in such architecture uses flooding which consumes lot 

of network resources and occasionally overhead the 

network. 

 

2.2 Hierarchical Network Architecture 

In a h ierarch ical architecture, sensors are organized  

into clusters or regions. One node in the cluster is 

elected as cluster head intended to manage the cluster 

formation and maintenance, other sensors called cluster 

members are attached to the nearest cluster head.  

Cluster heads manage the transmission between 

sensors and the base station which minimize 

considerably the network overhead since the collected 

data is sent to the cluster head which sent an abstract 

report to the base station which min imizes the traffic 

out clusters and therefore over the network. 

 

III. Security in Wireless Sensor Networks  

Security is a very important issue when designing or 

deploying any network or protocol, however the recent 

developed networks such as the wireless ones have not 

given the necessary attention to security when designing 

protocols by taking into account the specificity of these 

networks such as the used medium and the devices 

constraints as well as the environment  of deployment 

[7].  

In this section, we are going to discuss the various 

key management schemes provided in literature as well 

as their feasibility and effectiveness for WSNs.  

Shared Key: This is the simplest scheme to secure any 

class of network wired or wireless [8]. In this kind of 

schemes one key is shared between all the network 

nodes. In the case of WSN the shared key is preloaded 

by an offline dealer before the network deployment. 

From resources point of view this scheme does not add 

any overhead for key exchange and establishment since 

the used key is stored in  each sensor before deployment 

also very little  computation and storage capacity are 

needed to encrypt and decrypt traffic over the network. 

In the other hands this schemes is very vulnerable 

against cryptanalytic attacks, since a WSN is deployed 

for long period which makes this class of attacks 

possible. In addition to cryptanalytic attacks, this 

scheme present a point of failure which is the shared 

key since the compromising of a single node due to 

physical attack causes the compromise of the whole 

network. 

Pair-wise Key Establishment: In  order to  overcome the 

shortcoming of the prev ious scheme caused by the use 

of a single shared key, the pair-wise key establishment 

propose to share different keys between each pair of 

sensor over the network, the used keys are preloaded 

before deployment by an offline administrative 

authority. Therefore, for a network of n sensors , every 

node stores n−1 keys in its memory. After deployment 

each node establishes a secret key with each one of its 

neighbors, by looking fo r the corresponding key in the 

pull of keys preloaded before deployment [8]. 

This scheme does not need any communication and 

computation resources since the keys are preloaded 

before deployment, however it impose a large storage 

capacities in order to store all the possible keys, making 

this solution unsuitable for large scale networks. 

From the security point of v iew this scheme ensures a 

great threshold of security robust against several attacks. 

Random Pair-wise Key Establishment: This scheme is 

developed to overcome the shortcomings of simple pair-

wise key establishment, which needs an important 

capacity of storage to store all the possible keys. This 

scheme assumes that all pairs of sensor nodes in a WSN 

do not need a communication path with each other, in 

the way that a node need to secure only a sub set of 

links [10]. 

To make this in practice sensors store only a sub set 

of the key pull defined in simple pair -wise key 

establishment and shares secret key with its neighbors 

with a given probability. Th is probability must be 

chosen according to the number of sensors in the 

network as well as the desired level of connectivity, 

which makes this scheme more complex and does not 

manage efficiently the network widening. Compared to 

the simple Pair-wise Key Establishment this scheme is 

more efficient.  

Trusted Key Distribution Center: In the previous key 

management schemes each sensors shares a secret key 

with each of its neighbors, in order to min imize the 

overhead due to communication however these schemes 

are not suitable for large networks, due to the limited 

storage capacity of sensors [11]. Accordingly, the 

trusted key distribution center mechanis m proposes to 

minimize the overhead due to key storage by installing 

a central server responsible of key distribution over the 

network. After the network deployment each sensor 

contacts the server to obtain a pair-wise key for every 

session. This scheme is robust against node capture and 

traffic analysis since the key may be updated 

periodically. However, it adds a high communication 

overhead for pair-wise keys establishment which  causes 

an area of congestion around the key server. It also 

creates a point of failure which is the trusted server 

against spoofing attacks, since the spoofing or cloning 

of the server may compromise the whole network. 
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LEAP: Localized Encryption and Authentication 

Protocol was proposed to manage the confidentiality 

and the authenticity of the network using four keys, 

each one with a special purpose: 

 The first one is shared with the base station and 

used for securing communicat ion with the base 

station. 

 A broadcast group key shared with all the 

network sensors and used for group 

communication such as broadcast messages. 

 Pair wise key shared with other sensor nodes,  

 A cluster key shared with a number of sensors in 

a given neighbourhood. 

This scheme make a compromise between the 

overhead due to storing a great number of keys such as 

in pair-wise key establishment and the overhead due to 

communicat ion such as in trusted key distribution 

center presented above. By storing a predefined keys 

used to derive and establish other keys to secure links 

between each pair of sensors. However, th is scheme 

still vulnerable against capture attacks, since the 

compromising of one node makes the network subject 

of lot of attacks such as flooding attacks since the 

broadcast key is shared with all the network nodes.  

Secure Pebblenets: This solution [31] is an extended 

version of the shared key solution, by proposing to 

share a set of key rather than a single key. Secure 

Pebblenets provides group authentication, 

confidentiality and message integrity, by using 

symmetric encryption.  

For simplification, a h ierarch ical architecture is used 

to divide the whole network into clusters, each cluster is 

managed alone using several encrypting keys for 

securing intra and inter cluster communication as well 

as data integrity and authentication.  

This mechanis m ensures the integrity and the 

confidentiality of the network using only symmetric 

encryption which makes it suitable for WSNs, since this 

kind of cryptography is less resource consumption, 

however it stills vulnerable against capture attacks as 

well as spoofing and flooding attacks. In the other 

hands the scalability of the network is managed 

efficiently by creating new clusters. 

Tinysec: is a  link layer security protocol based on 

symmetric key encryption, TinySec [14] supports two 

different security options: authenticated encryption 

(TinySec-AE) and authentication only (TinySec-Auth). 

TinySec uses link layer encryption to secure hop to hop 

links which is very efficient against denial of service 

attack; however this scheme is not energy ef ficient 

because the operations of encryption and decryption are 

done by each sensor over the path between end sensors 

and the base station. In the other hands, TinySec needs 

another key management scheme to deliver encrypting 

keys, which means that this protocol can be used by any 

other key management scheme as an underly ing tool for 

encryption.  

TinyPK: Although, the security schemes developed for 

WSNs are based on symmetric encryption, because the 

asymmetric encryption consumes more system 

resources compared to the symmetric encryption. 

However, the recent technology progress has given the 

possibility to use asymmetric cryptosystems such as 

ECC and RSA to ensure other security services such as 

authentication.  

The TinyPK [15] is designed specifically to allow 

authentication and key agreement between resource 

constrained sensors. The protocol is designed to be used 

in conjunction with other symmetric encryption based 

protocols such as TinySec, in order to deliver secret key 

to the underlying protocol using Diffie-Hellman key 

exchange algorithm. The protocol is designed to use 

pair-wise key using Diffie-Hellman which consumes a 

great amount of system resources, especially in large 

WSNs. However it ensures a good threshold of security 

with an acceptable resistance against several attacks. 

 

IV. Design Constraints for WSNs  

4.1 Network Constraints  

Due to the nature of sensors having reduced 

computing, rad io and battery resources as well as the ad 

hoc paradigm of wireless sensor networks rely ing on 

multi hop to ensure connectivity over the network 

without any infrastructure or centralized authority any 

protocol should take into consideration the following 

characteristics of a WSN [16, 17, and 18]: 

Constrained Devices: Due to their size sensors are 

extremely limited in resources (battery power, 

computing power, storage capacities) which makes the 

development of applications and protocols for WSNs a 

challenging task. Therefore the developed protocols and 

services for WSNs must take these constraints during 

development by developing efficient and robust security 

or routing protocols by min imizing the number of 

operations needed for executing any task.  

Wireless Medium: Wireless sensor networks uses radio 

waves as transmission medium, inherently vulnerable 

due to its broadcast nature giving possibility to any 

attacker with the adequate hardware and the network 

stack to intercept, eavesdrop or modify the exchanged 

data. 

The nature o f environment: Generally, a  wireless 

sensor networks are intended for remote controlling and 

surveillance, deployed in unpredictable and hostile 

environment, making them subject of many attacks such 

as sensors capture, compromise and spoofing attacks.  
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High number of sensors: Future wireless sensor 

networks will be composed of hundreds to thousands of 

sensors geographically dispersed in a large area, with 

limited  resources. Therefore any developed protocol 

must allow the network scaling.  

Absence of infrastructure: Although a wireless sensor 

network is composed of sensor nodes wirelessly linked 

to each other, responsible of establishing, maintaining 

and securing the connectivity with the base station 

without any administrative authority, thus sensors 

collaborate in a distributed fashion to manage the 

network security and connectivity.    

Mobile topology: Due to the nature of sensors which 

can be attached to mobile objects as well as the 

possibility o f failure of sensors during the network 

lifetime, topology changing is very frequent, therefore 

the stability and the connectivity of the network must be 

guaranteed under all possible configurations. 

 

4.2 Attacks against WSN 

Due to the nature of implied devices as well as the 

used medium which  is the rad io waves naturally opened 

in a large hostile and unpredictable area, wireless sensor 

networks are exposed to several attacks more than any 

other networks: 

Eavesdropping: this passive attack is the simplest attack 

against an opened network, in which an attacker with 

the adequate hardware and software passively listen the 

exchanged data over the network in order to get 

informat ion about the structure of the network and the 

underlying routing protocols which can be used for 

future active attacks [19].    

Data modification: This attack tries to intercept the 

transmitted data sent from sensors to the base station 

and modify the final report sent to the base station 

which can corrupt the whole goals of the deployed 

network, by sending false reports to the base station 

[19].  

Sink hole: also called black hole attack, its objective is 

to attract all the traffic from a part icular area or node 

through a compromised node [20], by inject ing false 

routing information advertising the attacker as the 

legitimate sink or base station which forces the network 

traffic to pass over the attacker, in order to stop the 

network service or to execute other attacks such as man 

in the middle, data modification or 

eavesdropping, …etc. 

Selective forwarding: In selective forwarding attack, 

malicious nodes may refuse to forward certain messages 

and simply drop them, ensuring that they are not 

propagated any more. In contrary of sink hole attack 

which can be easily detected, in selective forwarding 

the adversary selectively forwards  packets and drop or 

modifies other packets originating from a defined area 

or nodes and forwards the remaining traffic which can 

complicate its detection [20]. 

Spoofing attacks: also called impersonate attack is 

executed in the absence of an authentication mechanism, 

this attack is executed by one or more attackers by 

spoofing the identity of legit imate sensors in order to 

gain access to the network using the spoofed identity 

and execute other attacks. This attack presents a great 

risk if the spoofed identity is the base station which 

means that all the collected reports are sent to the false 

base station [21].  

Denial of service attacks: this kind of attacks tries to 

disrupt, deny, degrade the service of the network, it is 

planned in different manner and decreases network 

lifetime in different ways. Among all the denial of 

service attacks the flooding attack is executed against 

wireless sensor networks, in which an attacker 

broadcast permanently hello messages which are 

rebroadcasted by each sensor over the network, which 

consumes the network bandwidth and sensor nodes 

resources which decreases the network lifetime [22].  

Sybil Attacks: Similar to  conventional network, the 

attacker presents mult iple identities to the rest of 

sensors by installing new malicious sensors or by using 

spoofed identities of legit imate nodes. This attack is 

used to collude a g iven sensor or area in order to 

execute other attacks such as black hole or selective 

forwarding. This attack can be executed against 

authentication less networks, since a mechanism of 

authentication can stop or limit the effect of this attack 

[23]. 

Node capture: This is a physical attack in  which the 

adversary gains access to the hardware and software of 

one or more sensors over the network [24]. After the 

capture of the sensor, the attacker gets all the 

cryptographic keying and algorithms, which gives him 

the possibility to listen, interrupt, alter or modify 

messages. This kind of attacks is usually executed 

against large sensor networks deployed in a large area 

or a hostile environment.  

False Node: In this kind of attacks, one or more 

malicious sensors are injected in the network as 

legitimate nodes. The malicious node tries to act as a 

legitimate node and occasionally injects false routing 

data in the network in order to perturb the valid network 

functioning or simply execute flooding attacks which 

degrade the network lifetime and performance [24].  

 

V. Public Key Cryptography for WSN 

Public key  cryptography also called asymmetric 

cryptography uses two keys for encryption and 

decryption. In the way that any message encrypted with 
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one of the keys can only be decrypted with the other 

key. One of the keys is called private key which is kept 

secretly by its holder, and the second one is publicly 

known by each entity in a g iven community, using these 

two keys, the public key  cryptography can ensure both 

confidentiality, integrity and authentication.  

However, public key cryptography is omitted from 

the use in WSNs, due to its great consumption of energy 

and bandwidth which are very crucial in sensor 

networks. 

However, last years have known the development of 

new cryptographic algorithms more energy efficient and 

giving the same threshold of security as the 

conventional algorithms such as RSA. Elliptic Curve 

Cryptography (ECC) [25] is one of these new 

algorithms and it  is the most promising regarding the 

energy and time consumption, which makes it very 

attractive for data encryption in WSNs. ECC offers the 

same security with s maller key size which  saves 

memory, computational and energy power of sensors. 

Table 1: Energy cost of digital signature (mJ) 

Algorithm Sign 

RSA-1024 304 

ECC-160 22,82 

RSA-2048 2302,7 

ECC-224 61,54 

 

In the other hands, the new developed sensors will be 

more powerfu l concerning the CPU and memory 

capacities, making public key encryption possible for 

small sensors in WSN.  

 

VI. Network Architecture and Assumptions  

In the remainder of this paper we are going to present 

a security scheme for wireless sensor networks based on 

public key cryptography as a tool for managing mutual 

authentication between sensors and the base station.  

Public key  cryptography is used in our propos ed 

scheme to guaranty the authentication of the base 

station since only the base station has a pair of 

asymmetric keys (private, public), the public key is 

preloaded for each sensor over the network before 

deployment, this key is used by sensors to authenticate 

the base station and secure the handshake, which 

guaranties the integrity and the confidentiality of all 

dialogues with the base station, since only the base 

station has the valid private key for decryption. 

In order to manage efficiently the security over the 

network and to be used for all configurations of the 

network, we propose to use two versions of our 

proposed scheme the first one for flat networks and the 

second one for hierarchical networks. 

In order to implement this security scheme we 

assume that: 

 The base station have more computational and 

energy power compared to sensors. 

 The base station has a pair of keys (private and 

public key). 

 Each sensor is capable to use: 

 Asymmetric Cryptography: To provide 

authentication of the base station. 

 Symmetric Cryptography: To ensure the 

confidentiality of traffic across the network. 

 MAC (message authentication code) to ensure 

data integrity. 

 Each sensor has the capacity to save at least the 

public key of the base station and one or more 

symmetric keys used for data encryption. 

 Each sensor receives the public key of the base 

station by an off-line dealer. 

 

VII. Securing Flat Network  

In flat network sensor have the same roles and 

capabilit ies, each sensor gets environmental measure 

and sends it to the base station using the underlying 

routing protocol. Therefore each sensor is responsible 

of the connectivity with the base station. Consequently, 

for our proposed scheme, each sensor launches a 

handshake with the base station in order to establish a 

symmetric session key used for data encryption. 

 

7.1 Sensors to Base Station Handshake 

In order to secure data communication between 

sensors and the base station, we propose to establish a 

secure tunnel between them using a symmetric shared 

key. This key is established using a handshake 

encrypted with the public key of the base station to 

protect it from eventual attacks. 

The sensor to base station handshake is executed in 

two steps: 

Handshake launching: Each sensor over the network 

init iates this operation by generating a random 

symmetric encrypting key. The generated key  is 

encrypted using the public key of the base station and 

sent in a regular packet to the base station using the 

underlying routing protocol. 

The use of public key encryption for the handshake 

guaranties: 

 The authentication of the base station, since only 

the base station has the corresponding private 

key and can decrypts the message containing the 
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symmetric key. 

 Integrity and confidentiality: no intermediate 

node can read or decrypt the message containing 

the symmetric key. 

Session key Establishment: After the reception of the 

message containing the session key, the base station 

decrypts this message using the corresponding private 

key. 

The base station stores all the keys received from 

each sensor over the network in  a global table, this table 

is used to identify the sensors and their session keys. 

In order to validate the received session key, the base 

station sends a challenge message for the corresponding 

sensor. If the corresponding sensor decrypts the 

challenge message sent by the base station, the 

handshake is successfully achieved and the two entities 

can use this key for future communication, otherwise a 

man in the middle attack is assumed over this route 

which launches a new handshake using an alternative 

route. 

 

 

7.2 System Functioning  

After a successful handshake, each sensor shares a 

secure tunnel with the base station; the tunnel provides 

both confidentiality and authentication of 

communications with the base station. 

To ensure data integrity, another additional 

mechanis m is used; which is a MAC (message 

authentication code) joined to each message exchanged 

with the base station.  

Consequently, each packet is passed in a hash 

function to obtain a fingerprint which is encrypted using 

the session key shared with the base station. The 

encrypted MAC is joined to the original packet without 

any modification on the global structure of the packet. 

 

Another option can be turned on to ensure more 

security depending on the importance and the nature of 

the networks is to encryption the MAC joined to each 

packet using the public key  of the base station, this 

option consumes more energy due to the additional 

overhead for data encryption however it guaranties a 

maximum of security.  

 

7.3 Key Update  

By nature a wireless sensor network is deployed in a 

hostile environment or in some area which  are not 

accessible by human, therefore the need for an efficient 

security scheme which can resist against long term 

attacks is primordial, so a key update must be executed 

periodically to enforce security over the network and 

avoid long term attack aiming to extract the encrypting 

keys by analyzing the encrypted traffic over the 

network for long period. The period of the key update is 

defined according to the complexity of the encrypting 

algorithm and the length of the encrypting key.  

The key  update is achieved by launching a new 

handshake between the corresponding sensor and the 

base station, which consists on the generation of a new 

encrypting key used as session key for the next period.  

 

VIII. Securing Hierarchical Network 

As we have defined above a hierarchical network is 

organized into clusters where one of the members of a 

given cluster is intended to play the role of the cluster 

head responsible of some management task such as data 

aggregation, routing or security. Using the same idea 

presented above for securing sensor network based, we 

propose to execute a handshake between the bases 

station and the cluster heads over the network, which 

will be the base of securing the rest of cluster members. 

 

8.1 Cluster Head to Base Station Handshake 

Using the underlying clustering architecture in which 

the cluster head plays the key role in  the network 

management. We propose to delegate the operations of 

handshake and key update defined above to cluster 

heads over the network which is going to minimize the 

overhead due to these two operations. 

The handshake executed by each cluster head and the 

base station destined to establish a symmetric shared 

key between sensors and the base station. This 

handshake is executed in three steps: 

Symmetric key generation: Each cluster head 

generates a random symmetric key, encrypts this key 

with the public key of the base station and sends it to 

the base station using the underlying routing protocol in 

an ordinary packet. The use of the public for 

transporting the session key ensures authentication, 

integrity and confidentiality of the handshake. 

BS  S10 

S1 
S2 

S7 

S6 

S4 

S5 

S3 

Challenge message 

Encrypted Session 

Key 

S8 
S9 

Securedtunnel 

Fig. 1: Secure tunnel over flat network 
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Establishment of the session key: After receiv ing and 

decrypting the message containing the session key 

coming from each cluster head, the base station stores 

all the keys in a g lobal table used for identifying and 

managing clusters over the network.  

Completion of the handshake: in order to fin ish and 

validate the handshake the base station generates a 

challenge message for each cluster head encrypted 

using the established session key. Each cluster head 

decrypts this message if this operation success the 

handshake is successfully completed otherwise the 

same operation is repeated until a valid session key is 

established. 

 

 

8.2 Distribution of the Session Key to Sensors 

After a successful cluster head to base station 

handshake, each cluster member must get the same 

session key used by its cluster head. Therefore, each 

cluster member builds a message containing the 

identifier of its cluster head and a symmetric key used 

to secure the current operation, this message is 

encrypted using the public key of the base station. 

When the base station receives this message, it seeks 

the existence of the corresponding session key of the 

cluster head (established during the previous 

handshake), encrypts it with the session key sent by the 

sensor and sends it to that sensor. Each sensor when 

receives this message from the base station, it shares the 

same session key with its cluster head and the base 

station which allow data aggregation and group security. 

The dialogue is done with the base station instead of 

the cluster head because the base station is 

authenticated using its public key distributed before 

deployment. 

 

8.3 System Functioning 

Using the same mechanism defined for flat network 

to ensure data integrity, we propose to add a new field 

to the original structure of packet which contains MAC 

(message authentication code) encrypted with the 

session key established in the previous handshake. 

The MAC can also be encrypted using the public key  

of the base station if sensors have the necessary 

resources to accomplish this operation. 

 

8.4 Key Update  

In order to protect the network from long term attacks, 

we propose to launch automatically a periodic key 

update. The key update is launched by the cluster head 

using the same handshake defined above in order to 

establish a new session key between the base station 

and the cluster head.  

After updating the session key of the cluster head, 

each cluster head encrypts a copy with the old session 

key for each member of its cluster. The new session key 

will be automatically used after receiving the message 

by sensors in a given cluster. 

 

IX. Energy Cost Analysis  

9.1 Handshake Energy Cost  

As mentioned above two types of cryptography are 

used in our proposed scheme, symmetric and 

asymmetric with optional use of a hash function as a 

MAC (message authentication code). We propose to use 

the ECC (Elliptic Curve Cryptography) for asymmetric 

encryption considered to be more effective regarding 

energy consumption. For symmetric encryption we 

propose to use AES (Advanced Encryption System) 

standardized as a tool for cryptography for future 

networks. 

Taking into consideration the size of session keys 

(check sum, ID), the maximum packet size will not 

exceed the 512-b it so the consumed energy for its 

transmission is 3.78 mJ and 1.83 mJ for reception, using 

as platform Mica2dots [26], the energy consumed for 

data encryption and decryption is 22,82mj for 

asymmetric encryption and 0,039mj for symmetric 

encryption. Therefore the total energy consumption for 

each handshake in flat  or hierarchical network is 

28,47mj. 

Table 2: Energy cost of handshake 

O perations Energy(mJ) 

Base station to Sensor 
handshake 

Encrypt session key 22,82 

Send session key 3,78 

Receive session key 1,83 

challenge message 0,039 

Total energy cost  28,47 

 

9.2 Key Update Energy Cost 

As we have previously described a periodic key 

update is primord ial for any security scheme in order to 

avoid long term attacks. 

Fig. 1: Secure tunnel over hierarchical network 
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For flat  networks, the key  update is achieved by the 

execution of the same handshake for each sensor, which 

consumes the same amount of energy at each key 

update, for a network size of N; the consumed energy is 

N×28, 47 mJ. 

However for hierarchical networks, it  consumes less 

energy since the operation of the key update is 

delegated to cluster heads, for a network size of N 

sensors, the energy consumption for a cluster head key 

update is 28.47 mJ, assuming that 10% of sensors are 

cluster heads, the remain ing nodes (90%) only need to 

decrypt the session key sent by the cluster head which 

consumes 0.039mj. 

So the total consumption is: 

C = [(28,47× 10%) + (0.039 × 90%)] N 

N = 2,88×NmJ 

 

X. Security Analysis 

In this section we try to analyze our proposed scheme 

regarding the guaranty of key management criteria 

during the network lifetime:  

 

10.1 Security Services  

Confidentiality: this aspect is ensured by the use of 

symmetric encryption to encrypt ordinary traffic 

between the base station and sensors. For more 

confidentiality we have enforced this mechanism using 

periodic key update to prevent long term attacks. 

Authentication: this aspect is ensured by using public 

key cryptography by the base station; this public key is 

preloaded to each sensor before deployment which 

ensures the authentication of the base station using the 

corresponding private key  as well as sensors, since only 

legitimate node has the valid public key preloaded 

before deployment.   

Integrity: the integrity is ensured using the MAC 

(Message authentication codes) computed and joined to 

each packet, this MAC can also be encrypted using the 

public key of the base station which ensures more 

integrity and authentication. 

 

10.2 Key Management Services 

To be efficient and useful for all configurations and 

topologies of the network a key management scheme 

must ensure the following proprieties: 

Availability: this propriety guaranties that the service of 

security is available during all the network lifet ime, in 

our proposed scheme this is guaranteed since every 

entity over the network is responsible of its 

cryptographic keys as well as its link with the base 

station. 

Fault Tolerance: this propriety deals with the 

continuation of services whenever one or mo re nodes 

over the network fail, this propriety is guaranteed since 

the loss of any node over the network does not affect 

the security service.   

Scalability: this propriety deals with the network 

widening, in our proposed scheme the new coming 

sensors are managed by the execution of new 

handshakes and the creation of new clusters in the 

hierarchical architecture.  

 

10.3 Resistance to attacks 

As defined above the proposed key management 

scheme establish a set of session keys to secure traffic 

between the base station and each sensor over the 

networks. Using these session keys and the public key 

of the base station, it seems that the proposed scheme 

can resist against the main attacks: 

Eavesdropping: this attack consists to passively listen 

to the exchanged data, in the proposed scheme this 

attack is avoided using symmetric encryption between 

each communicat ing entities enforced using an 

automatic key update. 

Spoofing: the spoofing attack is avoided in our scheme 

by using the public key encryption, which guaranties 

the authenticity of the base station using the 

corresponding private key. In the other hands the 

authenticity of sensors is guaranteed using the same 

strategy since only legitimate nodes have the valid 

public key of the base station preloaded for sensors 

before deployment which ensures a mutual 

authentication between the base station and sensors. 

Modification, reply and insertion: These kinds of 

attacks alter the integrity of the exchanged data; these 

attacks are easily avoided by the symmetric encryption 

as well as message authentication code joined to each 

packet. So only authenticated nodes can insert or 

modify data over the network, and any other packet is 

rejected. 

Avoiding other attacks : using the message 

authentication code and data encryption as well as the 

asymmetric encryption ensure both integrity, 

authentication and confidentiality which guaranties that 

falsified messages are automatically  rejected from the 

network, in the way that only authenticated messages 

are forwarded  which stop lot of attacks such as black 

hole attacks and  denial of service attacks.  

For more security, the proposed scheme can be used 

by routing protocols to secure and authenticate routing 

or to implement intrusion detection modules since the 
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proposed solution tries to make in  practice a mechanism 

to ensure a secure key distribution.  

 

XI. Conclusion  

In this paper we have treated the aspect of security in  

wireless sensor networks, by proposing a key 

management scheme using public key cryptography for 

ensuring the authentication and the confidentiality key 

distribution using a set of handshakes based on the 

authenticity of the base station. The proposed key 

management is given in two versions according to the 

network architecture flat or hierarchical. 

The first version is destined to flat network and uses 

one handshake to share a symmetric encrypting key 

with the base station and each sensor over the network, 

the established session key is used to encrypt ordinary 

traffic. 

The second version of the proposed scheme treats the 

hierarchical architecture of wireless sensor networks in 

which the operation of handshake and key update are 

delegated to cluster heads which play the key role of the 

network security, this have considerably minimized the 

energy consumption compared to flat network version. 

From the security point of v iew it seems that the 

proposed key management guaranties a great security 

threshold with a minimum of energy consumption. 
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